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Abstract— Much effort has been put into developing robotic
systems for the agricultural domain that are able to perform
specific tasks such as yield estimation, phenotyping, sampling,
precise application of pesticides, and so on. Some robots have
also been developed for more energy-demanding tasks such as
seeding, but little work has been done to make more versatile
systems that are able to perform tasks of great variety in energy
demand, required precision, operation speed, etc. In this paper
we present a novel robotic platform capable of performing both
the energy-demanding tasks previously performed by heavy
tractors, and in addition the more precise around-the-clock
operations normally identified with agricultural robotics. We
present results from a field experiment on seeding patterns
and densities, and from field-tests done in cooperation with
researchers working in phenotyping of cereals. We also show
that the robot is well suited for monitoring tasks, and that
we can obtain valuable information about the condition of
the plants and weed by a standard camera and simple image
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
In agricultural robotics, effort is often put into developing
task-specific robots. That is, robots that are custom built to
solve one specific task in the field, like mechanical weeding,
crop scouting or applying herbicides by precision spraying.
There are many impressive robots and concepts, but most are
not designed with exchangeable tools and energy demanding
tasks in mind. There are some exceptions to this though, such
as Robotti by Kongskilde [1]; a tracked robot which can be
fitted with multiple implements. Robotti’s effective traction
capability is 10 hp, and it has a mass of less than 500 kg.
It is our belief that the farmer will not replace his or her
tractors with robots, partially or completely, if it does not
make sense economically. Robotic solutions are generally
expensive, and will probably continue to be so in the foreseeable future. Independently of the task to be performed, they
need to be equipped with advanced sensory systems such as
RTK GNSS, LIDAR and cameras that represent a substantial
cost increase. One way to make robotic solution more
economically viable, is to make them more versatile. We
believe strongly in developing robotic systems that are able
to perform several different tasks, and in this way represent
an added value to the farmer, both economically and in
increased life quality, and to the consumer, in improved food
quality and lower prices.
Another important aspect in this setting is the fact that
heavy machinery damages the soil by causing soil com-
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paction [2], [3]. Balckmore et al. [4] estimates that as much
as 80-90 % of the energy input in the field may be eliminated
by using lightweight machines. This is why efforts should be
put into designing complete solutions based on lightweight
robots that are capable of solving all required tasks, from
seeding to harvesting, eliminating heavy machines from as
much of the field as possible.
Robots that are to perform energy-demanding tasks in the
field need to be constructed differently from robots that are
merely made for collecting data. Even though some robots
that are able to perform several different tasks are presented
in literature, they are normally not capable of performing
a wide variety of tasks. Robots that are constructed for
monitoring are generally not powerful enough or the center
of mass is too high for them to perform energy-demanding
tasks in the soil. One example of such a robot is the BoniRob
[5], [6], which can be fitted with several different tools for
monitoring, data collection, and other tasks that are not too
energy-demanding.
On the other end of the scale, we have large and heavy
robots, or autonomous tractors for that sake, powerful enough
to perform any task, but lack the benefits represented by the
lightweight robots. Examples of such robots are the APU
module [7] and the Spirit autonomous tractor [8].
We present Thorvald, a novel robotic platform that is
powerful enough to perform energy-demanding operation in
the soil, and at the same time has the beneficial properties
of lightweight, autonomous robots. The Thorvald platform
was designed and built at the Norwegian University of
Life Sciences. It has a low center of gravity, and a total
mass of approx. 150 kg. It uses four 600 W brushless
motors connected via toothed belts to in-wheel gearboxes
for propulsion, which is believed to sufficient to perform the
most critical tasks in the field. Even though the robot itself
is lightweight, the tools that are attached to the robot will
add the necessary weight to perform each task. Thus, for
monitoring and surveillance, the robot is sufficiently light
weight not to damage the plants and the soil and to maintain
a long operation time, while for more energy-demanding
tasks, such as seeding, the seeding tool will add the necessary
weight to obtain the required traction and stability.
The robot has individual steering motors for each wheel,
which makes it highly maneuverable, and the frame members
and frame joints are made somewhat flexible to ensure that

TABLE I: Thorvald Key Specifications
Drive power
Battery
Mass
Payload
Ground clerance

4 x 600 W
48 V, 30 Ah, LiFePO4
(capacity can be doubled if needed)
∼ 150 kg
200 kg
59 cm

Fig. 2: Thorvald is designed to be used with multiple
implements

Fig. 1: The Thorvald platform. Attached is an early prototype
of a precision seeding tool.

all wheels will remain in contact with the ground, even in
rough terrain. This is critical for traction, which is especially
important on Norwegian farms, where the fields often are
uneven and hilly. The flexible frame design was chosen as
it is lighter, less expensive and less complex than traditional
suspension systems.
Thorvald has a waterproof on-board computer from Small
PC, which runs ROS (Robotic Operating System) on Linux
Ubuntu. A heavy-duty, weather-proof, high brightness touch
screen from Small PC has been installed for easy operation together with an emergency stop button. The steering
motors from JVL have built in motor controllers while the
four propulsion motors are connected to two dual channel
motor controllers from Roboteq. All motor controllers are
connected to, and communicate with the on-board computer
via a CANopen network. Table I lists the robot’s key specifications. The Thorvald platform is depicted in Figure 1.
We are currently developing our own precision seeder as
described in [9], which distributes the seeds evenly across
the field in a hexagonal circle packing pattern. This paper
presents results from a small experiment conducted in connection with the development of this tool.
The robot is equipped with all sensors required for reliable,
autonomous navigation, and different tools, or implements,
are attached within the robot frame according to the task that
is to be performed. The tool is installed by backing the robot
towards the tool until the tool is within the robot frame. The
tool will then connect to the frame at three different points,
as shown in Figure 2. Currently the tool is fastened manually,
but inn the future this will be done automatically.
We wish to show that with our simple design, we are
able to perform both energy-demanding tasks and also the
monitoring and information gathering part using the same
robot.

The reader should note that we do not intend to plow the
field, as plowing is highly energy demanding, and leaves
the soil vulnerable to the elements, which in turns leads to
soil erosion. Instead we wish to use no-till practices. By not
plowing, there will be an increased problem with weeds. It is
our belief that this problem can be reduced by seeding in a
more uniform pattern, and by developing precision weeding
tools to be used together with the robotic platform.
An important part of robotic farming is data collection.
Modern technology allows us to do work in the field on a
single-plant level, as opposed to treating all plants in a field
or sub-field in the same way. The Thorvald platform will
therefore be equipped with sensors for crop scouting, and
the robot is currently being tested by researchers working in
cereal phenotyping.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we
discuss the effect of different seeding patterns and seeding
densities, while Section III addresses crop scouting. Section
IV presents results from a small experiment on seeding
patterns conducted at our research farm, and Section V
results from field-tests conducted in cooperation with plant
researchers.
II. PRECISION SEEDING
Conventional seeding places seeds in rows, with short
spacing within the row, and considerably larger spacing
between rows. This means that inter-row weeds are free to
develop while the crop is competing against itself within the
rows (Figure 3a). The reason the seeds are placed in this
way has to do with the way the machinery works (i.e., what
is most easily obtained mechanically), and not what is ideal
for growth and weed suppression. Studies show that seeds
that are placed in a more uniform pattern (Figure 3b) are
more capable of suppressing weeds, which can be directly
translated into increased yield. For example, in Weiner et
al. [10], [11] it is shown that the advantages of initial size
in competition among individual plants is highly favorable
to the crops and that weed is considerably more suppressed

(a) Row

(b) Evenly destributed

Fig. 3: With conventional row seeding, weeds (red circles)
are free to develop undisturbed by the crop
Fig. 4: Thorvald with an early precision seeding tool prototype
when the crop density is increased and the crop is uniformly
distributed in the field, as opposed to rows. Heege et al. [12]
presents a detailed discussion on the effects of row distances
from a more mechanical point of view. More resent studies
show the same effects on crops normally sown with lower
densities, such as maize [13].
Based on the the strong indications found in literature
showing that crops can substantially gain from a more
uniformly distributed seeding pattern, especially under high
weed pressure and asymmetry, we believe there is a lot to
gain from developing seeding tools that are able to place
the seeds more uniformly and accurately. We are currently
working on several different approaches that allow us to
place seeds in this way. The main advantage, as we see it,
is that by using a robot that is substantially cheaper than
existing tractor-based systems, and therefore can be scaled
up in numbers and not in size, and also allows for 24 hour
operation, we can develop systems with less pressure on
productivity (per unit) and speed. This allows for far more
accurate seeding machines that are able to accurately place
the seeds in a required pattern.
The first step of this process is to get a better understanding of what is the ideal density and pattern for different kinds
of crops under different weed pressure. By distributing the
seeds more evenly across the field, each plant will have more
room to develop in all directions, not just on each side of
a dense row. The plant will then be able to collect more
sunlight, and of course take sunlight from slower developing
plants such as most weeds. We study the effects of changing
the seeding pattern in Section IV.
The seeder being developed for Thorvald, seeds in an
hexagonal pattern. An early prototype is currently being
tested with the robot (Figure 4). Based on the results from
the experiment described in this paper, the seeder will be
modified to place seeds in the optimal pattern, and the
experiments will be repeated on a larger field and under
different conditions, such a weed pressure, soil structure,
fertilization practices, etc.
III. MONITORING
An ongoing project is to enable the robot to be used for
crop scouting. A downward facing camera has therefore been

Fig. 5: Thorvald is taking pictures in the field

mounted on the robot (Figure 5). The camera is connected
to the on-board computer via USB. A 2D laser scanner has
been acquired. This will make the robot able to measure crop
height and other parameters related to crop health, and also
enable the robot to identify weed, calculate plant coverage
and so on. All data collected will be tagged with position
using the on-board RTK-GNSS system, which is also to be
used for navigation.
Figure 6 shows early results from a test plot seeded with a
hexagonal circle packing pattern. Image processing software,
ImageJ [15] is used to separate the green plants form the
surrounding ground (color thresholds in the HSB color space,
no other filters are applied). Today plant coverage is often
measured just by visual inspection, so the requirements for
accuracy are not particularly high. With this dense pattern,
we see that approx. 37 % of the ground is covered by the
plants. Here the plants are still at an early stage, as the picture
was captured only 16 days after seeding.
In the future we also wish to extend the robots sensor systems to include a pH-meter for measuring soil pH. If the pH
gets too low, the yield will be affected in a negative manner.
For best results, pH should be measured continuously and on
site [14]. Measuring the pH across the field, will then allow
us to apply the correct amount of lime where this is needed,
and keep the entire field within the acceptable pH level.

Fig. 7: Tools used for seeding in different patterns

Fig. 6: Hexagonal pattern with 2.5 cm seed spacing (pattern
3), with plant coverage of approx. 37 %. Picture with and
without highlighted plants.
TABLE II: Number of crop and weed in a 25x25 cm area
for the different sowing patterns
Pattern
Row, 2 cm
Uniform, 5 cm
Uniform, 2.5 cm

Crop
21
30
92

Weed
45
47
30

Crop-weed ratio
0.47
0.64
3.1

IV. SEEDING EXPERIMENT
To investigate the benefits of seeding in a more uniform
pattern, simple tools for seeding (by hand) was designed and
3D printed. Some of the tools are depicted in Figure 7. The
tools were made so that each seed would be placed at 3 cm
depth with the correct spacing to neighboring seeds. Spring
wheat was then seeded by hand in three different patterns
using these tools:
1) Row: 12.5 cm between rows with 2 cm seed spacing
(400 seeds/m2 )
2) Hexagonal circle packing pattern: 5.0 cm seed spacing
(462 seeds/m2 )
3) Hexagonal circle packing pattern: 2.5 cm seed spacing
(1848 seeds/m2 )
Figure 8 shows examples of row and hexagonal patterns.
For pattern 1 and 2, 1.5 m x 1.5 m squares were seeded.
Because of the high number of seeds required for pattern 3,
a smaller area was used for this plot.
Pattern 3 turned out to be difficult to seed with the
aforementioned hand seeding tool, and the resulting plant
pattern, although uniform, did not fully resemble the targeted
hexagonal pattern.
Two months after seeding, four 25x25 cm squares were
randomly selected for each seeding pattern, and the heights

Fig. 8: Hexagonal (left) and row seeding pattern

of wheat plants and weeds were measured. We also counted
the number of wheat plants and weeds in each case. The
results were as follows:
•

•

•

The 2 cm row pattern had the highest plants, with
average wheat height of 55 cm and average weed height
of 11 cm.
The uniform 5 cm pattern had medium sized plants,
with average wheat height of 48 cm and average weed
height of 7.4 cm.
The uniform pattern with 2.5 cm spacing had the
smallest weeds size and a substantially better crop-weed
ratio compared to the other plots, but it also had the
smallest wheat plants.

Figure 9 and 10 compare the wheat height and weed
height of the 2 cm row pattern and the 5 cm uniform pattern
in more detail, as these have approximately the same seed
density. From the figures we see that the wheat plants are
somewhat higher for the row pattern, but for the weed the
relative difference in size is considerably larger with an
average size of about 11 cm for the row pattern and 7.4
cm for the uniform pattern. This is a strong indication that
the uniform pattern is better than rows when it comes to
suppressing weeds. However, it is not possible to draw a
conclusion that this advantage in weed suppression translates
in an advantage in growing conditions for the crop. Further
experiments with larger test areas and where the plant density

Fig. 9: Wheat size in 25x25 cm area of 2 cm row, and 5 cm
uniform patterns. The dotted lines show the average heights.

Fig. 10: Weed size in 25x25 cm area of 2 cm row, 5 cm and
uniform patterns. The dotted lines show the average heights.

for the different patterns are equal are needed to conclude on
this. The number of crop plants and weeds is shown in table
II. We see that the crop-weed ratio is better for the uniform
patterns.
V. FIELD-TESTS
In order to identify requirements for the aforementioned
crop scouting system, Thorvald has been used in cooperation
with researchers working with phenotyping of cereals. During these tests, the robot was teleoperated, taking pictures
with the on-board camera at different locations in the test
fields. Figure 11 shows pictures that have been captured by
the robot in the field for an experiment on seeding density
and fertilization. The pictures are used to estimate the plant
coverage.
The feedback regarding the robot’s performance was
mainly positive, but as the researchers who used it are
working with cereal, they found it to be somewhat low.
During the tests the plants were still young and the robot was
able to drive over the crop without any danger of harming
the plants, but the researchers also require the robot to be

Fig. 11: Images captured by Thorvald’s on-board camera

able to drive over fully grown crops. Fully grown crops are
about 1 m high, and can in some cases reach heights of 1.5
m.
As Thorvald is designed to be used on farms, and not by
plant researchers, a low center of gravity is more important
than the ability to drive over fully grown cereal crops. The
robot’s ground clearance is similar to what one finds on a
regular tractor, and it will be able to perform scouting and
weed control tasks until the crop has grown to a size where
it prevents sunlight from reaching the ground, and thus stops
new weeds from developing.
The researchers also found the wheel modules to be a bit
wide. Again the concern was that plants could get damaged.
This is an issue we will address, and improvements to the
design will be made.
As for the maneuverability and traction, the robot performed better than expected. It drives up steep slopes with
ease and have good traction capabilities on a range of
different surfaces. In rough terrain, all four wheels maintain
contact with the ground, and the robot did not get stuck once
during the tests.
Thorvald is frequently out in the field to test algorithms as
well as the mechanical design of the platform and the tools.
It is also recording data to be used in the development of
new tools and systems, e.g. recording video of cereal crops
to be used as reference when developing algorithms for weed
identification. The development of the Thorvald platform will
continue during the fall and winter of 2015/2016, and more
extensive field-tests will be carried out in the spring and
summer of 2016.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Thorvald project aims to develop a lightweight robot
that is capable of performing all tasks in the field, also
the energy demanding ones. Thus, we have constructed a
powerful robot with low mass and a low center of gravity.
The latter of these properties also renders it unsuited for
phenotyping of cereal, as the robot is too low. However,
Thorvald has a ground clearance similar to what one can

find on a normal tractor, and we therefore believe the height
to be adequate for the average farmer.
The results from our small experiment on seeding patterns
suggest that it may be beneficial to seed in a uniform pattern
as opposed to seeding in rows, as the experiments show that a
uniform seeding pattern can suppress weed more efficiently.
It is, however, not possible to draw any conclusions from
the experiments whether this advantage in weed suppression
translates into improved growing conditions for the crop.
Large-scale experiments need to be carried out to confirm,
and better quantify the potential gain by utilizing the proposed seeding patterns.
The first field-tests of the Thorvald platform show promising results. The mechanical design, maneuverability and
traction capabilities are shown to be as expected and in some
cases somewhat better than expected.
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